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Blame Culture

Hapag-Lloyd Flight 3378

• Response – Captain left airline soon after incident; later 

convicted of ‘dangerous interference in air traffic’

• Report – 14 recommendations for improvements in 

systems, documents, procedures, and training

Vienna International Airport, 12 July 2000



Unjust culture
Air transport operator [de-identified example]
• “My roster changes constantly, I can’t plan my life, and it seems to be 

worse after I raised concerns about the way the operation is managed.”

• [Manager] watches the flight tracking like a hawk.  If the route is clouded 
and we need to go around, we are always asked about our decisions.

• “It’s a distraction constantly worrying about what the managers will say 
about your decisions.  You end up second guessing yourself.”

• “My hours were cut after expressing safety concerns to [Manager.]”.  

• “I am reluctant to put in observation reports even after writing them up.”

• “An unsafe culture has developed due to operational pressures” 



Trust in the workplace

Global survey of professionals 

in eight countries finds that less 

than half have a ‘great deal of 

trust’ in their employers, 

bosses or colleagues¹

¹EY survey conducted 2016 



Effects of an ‘unjust culture’
• Employees unlikely to report

• Information source dries-up

• Unsafe practices driven 

underground

• Reputational damage –

whistleblowing

• Regulatory compliance failure

• Unaware of organisation’s 

risks – no mitigation

• Serious Incident or Accident?



Just Culture

“Promoting a just culture is based on 

treating people compassionately, and fairly, 

when errors do occur.  This requires 

creating a culture where management is 

willing to go beyond the first story, to 

understand the deeper and more 

complicated second story through the 

narrative of the operator”

Janice R. McCall and Shawn Pruchnicki (2017)



WestJet Flight 2652

Princess Juliana International Airport, Sint Maarten (TNCM), 07 March 2017



Company response

• Didn’t rush to judge crew’s actions

• Conducted an investigation

• Safety communication to crews about possible challenges 

and threats at TNCM

• Provision of a flight safety briefing during ground school

• New RNP instrument approach procedure with vertical 

guidance designed for airport/runway and submitted to 

SMCAA for approval

Result: threat awareness, learning, improved 

procedures, enhanced safety and trust



TSB Investigation



TSB Investigation



Investigation report
• Significant changes to visibility not reported to crew

• PAPI lights were set to low intensity despite deteriorating 

visibility

• Limited visual references led to crew misidentifying runway

• The increase in visual workload led to narrowed attention 

focus and inadequate altitude (vertical path) monitoring

• Delayed response to first EGPWS alert due to procedure 

differences between operator/OEM and EGPWS 

manufacturer

TSB Aviation Investigation Report A17F0052



Just culture in New Zealand

• CAA Regulatory Operating Model

o Consistent messaging from the Director

o Application of these principles in practice

• Civil Aviation Act Review (initiated 2014)

o Investigating the barriers to full reporting of accidents 
and incidents 

o Assessing options to create an environment for free and 
open disclosure of information 

• Civil Aviation Bill (expected 2019)

o CAA proposes the inclusion of just culture principles in 
legislation, including defining how reported safety 
information can be used



Just Culture - regulator



Just and Fair Culture

• Just Culture models

o Assume individual guilt unless proven otherwise

o Do not take into account the role of the manager 

• Just and Fair Culture model

o Builds on Just Culture model(s)

o Descriptions of both good and poor behaviours

o Integrates human error and non-compliance

o Based on understanding of the ‘why’ 

o Applies to front-line personnel and managers



Just and Fair Model 

Patrick Hudson



Just and Fair Model 

Patrick Hudson



Just and Fair Model – excerpt 

Patrick Hudson



Trust Culture



Just vs. Trust

Just Culture:

• Systemised form of decision-making. People are forgiven for 

making genuine errors and mistakes, and are held to account for 

behaviours and actions which deliberately create risk or cause 

harm. 

Trust Culture:

• An organisational environment where all employees are: (1) 

encouraged to respect and value the ideas of others until there 

is a clear and compelling reason not to; (2) empowered to 

contribute towards a shared purpose; and (3) willing to embrace 

personal responsibility and accountability for their own actions.



Description
ommon vision & values

o Visible (and aligned) leadership

o Explain the what and why

are 

o Genuine concern for others’ wellbeing

o Contribute to others’ growth and development

ommunication

o Communication and actions are transparent

o Share information, including errors/mistakes

ommitment 

o Walk the talk

o Follow-through on plans and promises

onnection

o Collaborative / team behavior

o Empowerment, enablement



Challenges
• Manager time for people / leadership

• Conflicting goals (e.g. self-interest)

• Uncertainty / change

• Misinformation / other agendas 

• Short-sighted view of ‘human error’

• Discipline inappropriately applied 

• Actions ≠ words

• Cognitive biases

o Outcome bias

o Fundamental attribution error



The ‘criminalisation of error’ concept
• Threat to Just/Trust Culture

o Fact vs. fear?

o Need to differentiate between accident/harm events and 
incidents?

o Consequence events → public interest/expectations

o Reluctance [by some] to accept that accountability for 
deliberate/willful action which creates risk or harm is a key 
element of Just/Trust Culture 

• Treatment

o Alignment between State/regulator and industry participants

o Accident response – should consider context for individual action 
(e.g. environment, procedures, training/competency assessment, 
management involvement/inaction)

o Outcome focus – reporting, learning, prevention, system safety



Benefits of a trust culture
• Increase in amount and richness of reporting

• Better decisions (diverse input, respectful challenge)

• Employee engagement and satisfaction

• Empathy; ‘team’ behaviours

• Safety information used to learn and improve

• Proactive management of risk

• Reduction or elimination of harm events

• Reslience

• Business benefits (e.g. quality of work, reputation)



Final thoughts
• Restrictions to the rate and quality of safety reporting is one 

of the greatest challenges to aviation safety.

• While trust is fundamentally an individual belief or choice, it 

can be fostered within organisations through credible 

leadership, reliability, and people-centred engagement.

• Trust leads to an environment in which learning actively 

drives improvements and questioning is openly encouraged.

• Strong link between a trust culture and organisational

performance, including safety performance. 

• “The best way to find out if you can trust somebody is to trust 

them. ” — Ernest Hemingway.



Keeping people safe


